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Paul F. Schmidt 
541 X.."ZXEA ST S EVENTH STREET 
Hinsdale, Illinois 60521 
Mayl7,1976 
Mr. & Mrs. Duane D. Pearsall 
Statitrol Corporation 
140 South Union Boulevard 
Lakewood, Colorado 8022 8 
Dear Marge and Duane: 
Back at the office this morning and I hasten to write 
to tell you how very pleased Kay and I were to share in the 
reception in honor of 11Duane 's great achievement". This could 
only have been possible with the love and understanding that you, 
Marge, have shO\vn throughout all those trying years. 
It was marvelous for Kay and me to recognize that there 
has been .po change in your hat size, Duane, and we both know there 
never will be ! 
We were delighted to meet your business associates, 
and they all are exactly the type of people that you would have 
surrounding you. 
I do feel a sense of pride in having been part of the very 
early days and your thoughtfulness in remembering that warmed 
my heart. 
We briefly discussed the fact that you are going to be 
doing some speaking for the S. B. A., and I had mentioned a 
quotation from Carl Sandburg's first novel; entitled "Remembrance 
Rock 11 • The words you will read came from a judge who was 
patterned after the Chief Justice, Oliver Wendell Holmes; and while 
he does speak of a 11patriot 11 , he is speaking of all of us. 
The second excerpt is another one that I have used a 
number of times and it is always accepted. It is taken from 
''Human Destiny" by Lecomte DuNouy. It, too, is something that 
applies to each of us, and you are fortunate in having the under-
standing that all people have dignity and achieve through different 
means. 
Paul F. Schrnidt 
541 i;k¥x_EAST S EVENTH STREE T 
Hinsda l e, Illinois 6052 1 
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I am going to go through my collection of quotations 
and will pick out those that I think might be helpful to you and 
will send them along in due time. 
Once again, with warmest congratulations and with 
all our love, 
PFS:eeh1 
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Most sincerely, Q ~ 9- lU. 
--------
. ' ---------
"Goodness, d ear! You never 11ien1io11ed //;at you do1t 't e·ven ha·ve to use a dt:sl.: anymore." 
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